TENNESSEE HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION 2019 LEGISLATIVE REPORT
The first session of the 111th General Assembly adjourned on Thursday, May 2, following nearly four months of
activity that tackled hot button issues ranging from abortion regulation to educational spending accounts (ESAs)
to support enrollment in private educational institutions. The session included a number of bills of importance to
hospitals, including several issues on THA’s legislative agenda.
Throughout the session, THA saw positive outcomes for its agenda. This included passage of the annual hospital
assessment, a clean-up to previous legislation concerning out-of-network notices and a much-needed update to the
state’s Nurse Practice Act, as well as delay of action on reform of the state’s certificate of need (CON) program.
This report provides summaries of the outcome of THA’s agenda and other key issues of interest to hospitals.
In addition, a full rundown of the status of many of the bills THA tracked throughout the legislative session,
including items that failed or were taken off notice, is included.
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THA LEGISLATIVE AGENDA
CLARIFYING TENNESSEE’S NURSE PRACTICE ACT
SB317/HB199
Sponsors: Sen. Shane Reeves/Rep. Kevin Vaughan
THA brought legislation to update Tennessee’s Nurse Practice Act to address issues cited in hospital emergency
departments by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) related to the Emergency Medical Treatment
and Labor Act (EMTALA).
• As passed, the bill affirms that patient assessments performed by a registered nurse (RN) to determine if an
emergency medical condition exists do not constitute a diagnosis.
• This update to the law ensures continued collaboration between nurses and physicians in emergency
situations to appropriately care for patients and avoid confusion in the law.
• THA modified language in the originally filed bill to address concerns expressed by the Tennessee
Department of Health (TDH) and Tennessee Association of Nurse Anesthetists (TANA).
Enacted as Public Chapter 0012. Effective March 20, 2019.
ANNUAL COVERAGE ASSESSMENT OF 2019
SB474/HB771
Sponsors: Sen. Ferrell Haile/Rep. Patsy Hazlewood
• Creates the Annual Hospital Coverage Assessment Act of 2019.
• Establishes the rate of the FY2020 hospital assessment at 4.87 percent of a hospital’s net patient revenue.
This is a slight increase from past years in order to address changes in the state’s federal match rate for items
covered by the assessment, as well as increases in costs of those items.
• The 2019 assessment is based on data from the 2016 Medicare Cost Report, another update from previous
years, which used the 2008 report.
• The assessment generates roughly $602 million in state funding for the TennCare program for a total of more
than $1.7 billion with federal matching funds.
• This funding keeps in place several benefits for enrollees, including physical, speech and occupational
therapies, and steep reimbursement cuts to hospitals and physicians.
• This year’s assessment also included funding to secure an additional $144 million in supplemental pool
payments for hospitals to help further offset unreimbursed and uncompensated care losses.
Enacted as Public Chapter 434. Effective dates of May 22, 2019 and June 30, 2019.
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OUT-OF-NETWORK NOTIFICATION CLEAN-UP
SB1120/HB1342
Sponsors: Sen. Jon Lundberg/Rep. Jason Zachary
Legislation enacted in 2018 updated required hospital notices to patients relative to out-of-network services. With
the support of THA, legislation was passed this year to clarify and improve those notice requirements. The updated
law continues to only apply to commercial insurance assignment of benefits for healthcare facilities licensed by the
Tennessee Department of Health under Title 68.
Changes made by the clean-up bill include:
Cost-sharing Estimates – Facilities now may provide the “estimated amount of copay, deductible or coinsurance, or
range of estimates that the facility will charge the insured for scheduled items or services provided by the facility in
accordance with insured’s health benefits coverage.”
Refusal to Sign – In the event a patient or their representative refuses to sign the out-of-network notice, the law
now allows for such refusal to be documented in the patient’s medical record with notation the notice was provided.
Exemptions to Notice Requirement – There now are three circumstances under which a facility is not required to
provide the notice to patients relative to facility-based, out-of-network physicians. These exemptions are effective if
a facility:
• Employs all facility-based physicians; or
• Requires all facility-based physicians to participate in all insurance networks in which the healthcare facility is a
participating provider; or
• Contractually prohibits all facility-based physicians from balance billing patients in excess of the cost-sharing
amount required in accordance with the insured’s health benefits coverage.
Collection by a Facility of Out-of-Network Charges – An out-of-network facility continues to be required to
provide notice to patients as set forth in the law. However, the law was changed so an out-of-network facility failing
to provide the notice is allowed to collect out-of-network charges from the insured up to the cost-sharing amount
required by the insured’s health benefits coverage.
Private Cause of Action – Language was added to the law that prohibits a private cause of action against a facility
by an out-of-network facility-based physician due to an insurer’s disregard of an insured’s assignment of benefits.
Transfer of Patients from an Out-of-Network Facility – The existing language regarding notice to patients
transferred by ambulance was modified so the notice only is required when the transferring facility is
out-of-network. The notice must include information about the possibility of transfer to an in-network
facility, provided such a facility has similar treatment available and will not risk the insured’s health.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0239. Effective April 30, 2019.
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MENTAL HEALTH TRANSPORTATION
SB579/HB643
Sponsors: Sen. Todd Gardenhire/Rep. Mike Carter
• Creates a grant program through the Tennessee Department of Finance and Administration, in consultation with
the Tennessee Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services and Bureau of TennCare, to assist
sheriffs in their required emergency mental health transport of persons to a hospital or treatment resource.
• Prohibits assistance from the grant program for emergency mental health transports where a physician,
psychologist or designated professional determines the person can be transported by friends, neighbors or
other mental health professionals familiar with the person, relatives or member of the clergy.
• Authorizes a sheriff to contract with one or more third parties or other law enforcement agencies to transport
persons to a hospital or treatment resource. Sheriffs may use grant funds to pay for the services.
• Authorizes hospitals or treatment resources to conduct an evaluation for admission through telehealth if such
services are available and offered.
Enacted as Public Chapter 512. Effective on July 1, 2021.
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THA LEGISLATIVE AGENDA
CERTIFICATE OF NEED
Multiple Bills
Certificate of need (CON) emerged as a top legislative issue in 2019, with numerous bills introduced that sought
to eliminate specific requirements for freestanding emergency departments, home health agencies and nursing
homes, among other categories. In addition, legislation was filed to ultimately eliminate Tennessee’s CON program
altogether. A complete list of these bills appears at the end of this section.
As Tennessee’s Republican supermajority focuses on a wide range of healthcare issues, CON is widely viewed as an
opportunity to decrease costs and improve access to healthcare services through the introduction of free market
principles. THA has focused conversations with legislators on the factors that prevent healthcare from being a
free market, such as the industry’s disproportionate amount of government reimbursement through Medicare and
Medicaid, as well as the uneven playing field that exists between hospitals and other providers.
These efforts steadily have shifted conversations about CON from talk of full or near-repeal of the law to an effort
to reform the program to allow for some free market approaches to be introduced.
Given the overwhelming support for CON reform in both the House and Senate, THA in 2019 took the position
that making changes to the law in the current session was not possible, but the association did agree to work with
lawmakers over the summer and fall on a reform strategy. As a result of this position, action on all CON bills was
deferred in the 2019 session, though a legislative working group was appointed.
Members of the legislative group are Sens. Bo Watson (R-Hixson), Todd Gardenhire (R-Chattanooga) and
Shane Reeves (R-Murfreesboro), as well as Reps. Cameron Sexton (R-Crossville), Robin Smith (R-Hixson) and
Kevin Vaughan (R-Collierville).
The working group began its work in June, meeting with stakeholders – including hospitals, home health,
nursing homes, physicians and other providers – to better understand the current CON program, how programs
work in other states and, ultimately, hear thoughts on potential strategies for reform. The goal of the working
group is to develop legislation to be introduced in 2020 that reforms the CON program in Tennessee in a way
that supports patients, rural communities and providers.
THA is committed to working with the group on this important task and will be using the Association’s standing
CON Workgroup and Board of Directors to develop and affirm recommendations for reform.
CON REVISIONS
SB168/HB75
Sponsors: Sen. Todd Gardenhire/Rep. Cameron Sexton
As amended, this bill would revise certificate of need (CON) requirements in several key areas:
• Change MRIs from 250,000 county population to 175,000 county population.
• Revises CON guidelines for a hospital, rehabilitation facility or mental health hospital to increase its
total number licensed beds from 10 percent to 25 percent.
• Establishes that an entity that is operating a facility under a CON and is leasing or renting property
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wherein the facility is located is not required to obtain a new CON if: in a county with a population excess
of 175,000 that entity relocates its facility to another location within a half-mile radius of the leased or
rented property, or if in a county with a population of, or less than, 175,000 that entity relocates its facility
to another location within a two-mile radius of the leased or rented property.
• Requires that the Health Services and Development Agency (HSDA) not deny an application for a CON
for home health service provided by a home care organization, radiation services, MRI, an independent
standing emergency center, an outpatient diagnostic center or an ambulatory surgical treatment center
(ASTC) if the complete application and fees are submitted to HSDA and such services and facilities are to
be located in a distressed county that does not have a hospital already providing those services or facilities
as of Jan. 1, 2019.
• Allows independent freestanding emergency centers be located in distressed counties without a hospital
and defines “distressed county” and “independent standing emergency center.”
THA opposed this legislation and worked closely with hospital leaders to express concerns to legislators.
Ultimately, the amended legislation was returned to the House clerk’s desk after the House sponsor pointed
to the summer study aimed at reforming the current CON law.
Senate Status: Taken off notice in Senate Commerce and Labor Committee.
House Status: Returned to House clerk’s desk.
CON REQUIREMENTS FOR HOME CARE ORGANIZATIONS
AND SATELLITE EMERGENCY DEPARTMENTS
SB168/HB75
Sponsors: Sen. Shane Reeves/Rep. Martin Daniel
• As drafted, this bill would remove certificate of need (CON) requirements for any home care organization
and satellite emergency departments, otherwise known as freestanding emergency departments.
THA expressed opposition to the Senate sponsor, who agreed to not move the legislation forward and allow for
a legislative study committee to identify areas of CON reform in Tennessee.
Senate Status: Referred to Senate Commerce and Labor Committee.
House Status: Taken off notice in House Facilities, Licensure and Regulations Subcommittee.
CON REQUIREMENTS FOR NONRESIDENTIAL SUBSTITUTION-BASED
TREATMENT CENTER FOR OPIATE ADDICTION
SB637/HB1462
Sponsors: Sen. Jack Johnson/Rep. Glen Casada
• As amended, this bill would eliminate the certificate of need (CON) requirement for a hospital to operate a
nonresidential substitution-based treatment center for opiate addiction if the treatment center is located on
the same campus as the operating hospital, provided the hospital operates 100 or more psychiatric beds.
Senate Status: Deferred to 2020 in Senate Health and Welfare Committee.
House Status: House passed with amendment 1.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATES OF NEED
SB1291/HB1085
Sponsors: Sen. Mark Pody/Rep. Martin Daniel
• As amended, this bill would begin to unwind the Health Services and Development Agency (HSDA) and the
state’s certificate of need (CON) program over the next five years.
• Despite THA objections shared with members of the committee, there was substantial support for the
proposal, with supporters citing belief in free market concepts as a means for reducing healthcare costs, a
common refrain among CON opponents.
• The legislation was taken off notice in the House Finance, Ways & Means Subcommittee due to the large
fiscal impact to the state. While placed on notice in the Senate, the bill was never discussed in committee.
Senate Status: Taken off notice in Senate Government Operations Committee.
House Status: Taken off notice in House Finance, Ways and Means Subcommittee.
CON REQUIREMENTS FOR SATELLITE EMERGENCY DEPARTMENTS
AND CARDIAC CATHETERIZATION
SB1390/HB541
Sponsors: Sen. Mike Bell/Rep. Mark Hall
• As filed, this bill removes the establishment of a satellite emergency department facility by a hospital at a
location other than the hospital’s main campus from the requirement to obtain a certificate of need (CON).
• Removes cardiac catheterization as a healthcare service requiring a CON.
Senate Status: Referred to Senate Commerce and Labor Committee.
House Status: Taken off notice in House Facilities, Licensure and Regulations Subcommittee.
HEALTHCARE BILLING CLARITY ACT
SB613/HB710
Sponsors: Sen. Shane Reeves/Rep. Bryan Terry
• As passed, prohibits a hospital from including in any billing statement to a patient any language that indicates
or implies that a charge is for a specialty healthcare service that was rendered by a healthcare provider unless:
ºº The charge is described in a manner that provides the patient with sufficient information to identify the
healthcare provider or the specialty healthcare service rendered; and
ºº The costs of any supplies, equipment or other services rendered to the patient by or at the hospital are
excluded from the amount charged for the healthcare provider or the specialty healthcare service rendered;
or
ºº The billing statement includes language or is accompanied by a notice to inform the patient that billed
amounts for services do not include charges for healthcare providers who are not employed by the
healthcare facility, including anesthesiologists, emergency physicians, pathologists and radiologists.
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• Further, if a healthcare provider includes a charge in a billing statement to a patient for the costs of any
supplies, equipment or other services provided by a healthcare facility, then the healthcare provider must
include with the billing statement language or an accompanying notice to inform the patient that those
charges are included.
• A violation of these requirements constitutes a violation of the Tennessee Consumer Protection Act as an
unfair or deceptive act or practice affecting the conduct of trade or commerce and is subject to the penalties
and remedies therein. Each act in violation constitutes a separate violation.
• For purposes of this law, “specialty healthcare service” is defined as anesthesia, pathology, radiology
and emergency services.
• THA worked closely with sponsor and House Health Committee Chairman Bryan Terry to rewrite
this legislation, including the addition of requirements on providers and flexibility in notice requirements
to patients.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0341. Effective January 1, 2020.
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COMMERCIAL LAW
CONSUMER PROTECTION RELATED TO MEDICAL DEVICES AND PHARMACEUTICALS
SB352/HB352
Sponsors: Sen. Richard Briggs/Rep. Cameron Sexton
• Prohibits failure to disclose at the beginning of any legal advertisement or display in a conspicuous location
that the advertisement is a paid advertisement for legal services, presentation of legal advertisements as a
“medical alert,” “public service announcement” or other similar language, display of federal logos, use the
word “recall” to refer to a product that has not been recalled, and failure to identify the person, attorney or
law firm responsible for the advertisement.
• Requires legal advertisements soliciting clients alleging injury from an approved prescription drug cleared
by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to include warnings and disclose the drug or medical device
remains approved by the FDA.
• Prohibits transfer of protected health information for the purpose of soliciting legal services
without authorization.
• Creates penalties for violations and authorizes enforcement by the attorney general.
• Specifies this bill does not create or imply liability on behalf of a broadcaster who holds a license for
over-the-air terrestrial broadcasting from the Federal Communication Commission, or against a
cable operator.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0119. Effective on July 1, 2019.
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FIREARMS
REPORTING JUDICIALLY COMMITTED PERSON FOR MENTAL ILLNESS
TO DETERMINE FIREARM PURCHASE ELIGIBILITY
SB472/HB677
Sponsors: Sen. Ferrell Haile/Rep. Johnny Garrett
Requires clerks to report the race, sex and Social Security number of a person judicially committed for mental
illness to the FBI-NCIS index and Tennessee Department of Safety to determine eligibility for a person to purchase
firearms. Requires such information to be confidential.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0262. Effective July 1, 2019.
CARRYING OF FIREARMS BY FIREFIGHTERS AND EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS
SB619/HB800
Sponsors: Sen. Joey Hensley/Rep. Clay Doggett
• Permits any person employed in emergency management or as a firefighter or emergency medical technician
to carry a handgun while engaged in the performance of the person’s official duties.
• Requires such person to successfully complete a firearm training program of at least eight hours duration on
an annual basis.
• THA expressed concern with the House sponsor who promised to amend the legislation if it moved forward
to keep current exemptions for hospitals in statute.
Senate Status: Referred to Senate Judiciary Committee.
House Status: Taken off notice in House Constitutional Protections and Sentencing Subcommittee.
TEMPORARY HANDGUN CARRY PERMIT FOR PERSON GRANTED AN ORDER OF PROTECTION
SB1401/HB545
Sponsors: Sen. Mike Bell/Rep. Clark Boyd
The bill specifies a person is not in violation of the offense of possessing a weapon in a private building
or on a private property that is properly posted to prohibit weapons, if that person:
• Is a handgun carry permit holder who enters the building or property with the reasonable belief that the
person is entitled to possess a fire arm in that building or on that property and immediately leaves upon
becoming aware of the posting.
Senate Status: Re-referred to Senate Calendar Committee.
House Status: House passed with amendment 3 and amendment 4.
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FIREARMS
CONCEALED HANDGUN CARRY PERMIT
SB7005/HB1264
Sponsors: Sen. John Stevens/Rep. Andy Holt
Creates a concealed handgun carry permit (CCHP), which allows a person to carry a concealed handgun. Designates
the existing handgun carry permit as an enhanced handgun carry permit. The new law requires the following:
• A CCHP applicant to provide the Tennessee Department of Safety (DOS) with two sets of fingerprints.
• An application and processing fee of $65 to DOS.
• DOS to forward the fingerprints to the Tennessee Bureau of Investigation (TBI), which shall conduct searches
and record checks on the application and relay the results to DOS.
• DOS to send a copy of the application to the sheriff of the county in which the applicant resides.
• Changes the period in which a CCHP is valid from five years to eight years.
• A CCHP be issued on a wallet-sized laminated card of the same approximate size as driver licenses with the
holder’s name, address, date of birth, physical description, permit number, issuance and expiration dates and
a color photograph.
• A CCHP holder to display the permit upon demand of a law enforcement officer.
• Authorizes any law enforcement officer to disarm a permit holder at any time when believed reasonably
necessary for the protection of the permit holder, officer or another individual.
• Law enforcement officer must return the handgun when the officer has determined the permit holder is not a
threat and has not committed a violation that results in arrest.
• A CCHP applicant to provide a signed printed copy of a form stating the applicant has read and understands
current state handgun carry laws.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0479. Effective January 1, 2020.
FIREARM PROHIBITIONS FOR PERSON SUFFERING FROM MENTAL ILLNESS
SB1402/HB754
Sponsors: Sen. Mike Bell/Rep. Robin Smith
Creates a Class A misdemeanor offense for the transfer of a firearm to a person knowing the person:
• Has been judicially committed to a mental institution or adjudicated as a mental defective unless the person’s
right to possess firearms has been restored; or
• Is receiving inpatient mental health or substance abuse treatment at a hospital or treatment resource.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0432. Effective May 21, 2019.
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GOVERNMENT REGULATION
OPEN RECORD EXCEPTION BILLS REFERRED TO HOUSE GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS
SB167/HB86
Sponsors: Sen. Todd Gardenhire/Rep. Jason Zachary
Any legislation of the House of Representatives that creates an exception to the present law requirement deeming
records of public entities to be open for inspection by the public must be referred to the Government Operations
Committee, according to the rules of the House of Representatives.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0221. Effective July 1, 2019.
PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR CERTAIN NON-PROFITS
SB408/HB280
Sponsors: Sen. John Stevens/Rep. Scott Cepicky
• Authorizes property tax exemption for certain nonprofit entities that occupy and use real property owned by
another tax-exempt institution.
• This exemption includes property occupied by an exempt institution that originated as part of a single
exempt institution and continues to use the property for the same purpose or property occupied and used by
the U.S. government, the state or any agency or political subdivision of the state.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0355. Effective May 10, 2019.
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HEALTHCARE
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE AND RELATED DEMENTIA ADVISORY COUNCIL
SB28/HB37
Sponsors: Sen. Rusty Crowe/Rep. Sam Whitson
• Creates the state Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Dementia Advisory Council and specifies membership of
council and terms of members.
• Specifies the council is attached to the Commission on Aging and Disability for administrative purposes.
• Requires the council to develop and submit an Alzheimer’s disease state plan to the General Assembly that
identifies barriers to Alzheimer’s disease care, analyzes service utilization data and includes recommendations,
metrics and best practices to address gaps in service no later than Jan. 15, 2020.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0364. Effective May 10, 2019.
CHRONIC DISEASE PREVENTION ACT
SB281/HB774
Sponsors: Sen. Rosalind Kurita/Rep. Bob Ramsey
The Chronic Disease Prevention Act creates an 11-member task force to study the prevention of cardiovascular
disease, hypertension and diabetes.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0372. Effective May 10, 2019.
SMOKING AND VAPING IN A CAR WITH A CHILD
SB301/HB1456
Sponsors: Sen. Rosalind Kurita/Rep. Bob Ramsey
Prohibits smoking and vaping in a motor vehicle when a child who is secured in a child safety seat or required to be
secured in a child safety seat is present in the vehicle.
Senate Status: Failed in Senate Commerce & Labor Committee for lack of a motion.
House Status: Referred to House Public Health Subcommittee.
LIABILITY EXEMPTION FOR ENTITIES THAT PROVIDE AED ACCESS
SB314/HB775
Sponsors: Sen. Bo Watson/Rep. Bob Ramsey
Specifies that the entity responsible for the automated external defibrillator (AED) program is not civilly liable for
any personal injury that results from an act or omission related to the use or maintenance of the AED that does not
amount to willful or wanton misconduct or gross negligence.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0061. Effective March 28, 2019.
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HEALTHCARE
RAISES AGE LIMIT TO 21 FOR PERSONS ALLOWED TO USE TOBACCO AND VAPE PRODUCTS
SB1200/HB1454
Sponsors: Sen. Shane Reeves/Rep. Bob Ramsey
Increase the age of persons allowed to use tobacco and vapor products from 18 years of age to 21 years of age.
Senate Status: Taken off notice in Senate Commerce and Labor Committee.
House Status: Returned to House clerk’s desk after adopting amendment 1.
HUMAN LIFE PROTECTION ACT
SB1257/HB1029
Sponsors: Sen. Dolores Gresham/Rep. Susan Lynn
• Specifies the act would only go into effect in the event of the United States Supreme Court overturning
Roe v. Wade, as modified by Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Case, or by adoption of an
amendment to the United States Constitution, which restores the authority to prohibit abortion to the states.
• Declares abortion in the state of Tennessee to be an illegal act and the performance of an abortion resulting
in a Class C felony.
• Establishes exceptions to this rule only in the event that a licensed physician determines the abortion was
necessary to prevent the death of a pregnant woman or cause substantial and irreversible damage to the
pregnant woman, where neither the woman nor physician will be prosecuted.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0351. Effective May 10, 2019.
NEONATAL CARE ADDED TO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH’S STATE HEALTH PLAN
SB1470/HB1388
Sponsors: Sen. Paul Bailey/Rep. Ryan Williams
• The Tennessee Department of Health (TDH) must consider the feasibility of assisting in the regional
development, expansion and maintenance of specialty Level II birthing centers in every health region,
with certified obstetricians and pediatricians available who are trained in the prevention, early diagnoses,
treatment and stabilization of complications of pregnancy and childbirth in its state health plan.
• Requires the Bureau of TennCare, in consultation with the Perinatal Advisory Committee and with the
assistance of relevant state agencies, to report on quality and outcomes in perinatal care for the last two
available fiscal years or calendar years to the House Health Committee and Senate Health and Welfare
Committee on or before March 1 each year.
• Specifies the report must include a description of any initiatives by the managed care organizations to
improve key performance indicators of perinatal care outcomes and a determination of the effectiveness of
organizations’ initiatives toward improving perinatal care outcomes to residents in each health region.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0240. Effective April 30, 2019.
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HEALTHCARE
RECOGNIZES THE NEED FOR MENTAL HEALTH PARITY IN TENNESSEE
SJR181
Sponsor: Sen. Richard Briggs
• Declares that prior authorization requirements and other requirements from insurance providers be removed
as they are potential barriers to accessing treatment and follow-up care for substance use disorder and opioid
use disorder.
• Coverage and payment for wrap-around services treatment of both such disorders are imperative to the health
of Tennesseans.
Senate Status: Senate adopted.
RECOGNIZES THE SUICIDAL HEALTH CRISIS AT THE NATCHEZ TRACE PARKWAY BRIDGE
HJR134
Sponsor: Sen. Sam Whitson
Recognizes the suicidal health crisis at the Natchez Trace Parkway Bridge.
House Status: House adopted.
MEDICARE WAGE INDEX FACTOR
SJR98
Sponsor: Sen. Frank Nicely
Urges Congress and the United States Department of Health and Human Services to revise and update the
Medicare Wage Index factor.
Senate Status: Senate adopted.
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HEALTHCARE FACILITIES
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF HOSPITAL AUTHORITY
SB179/HB416
Sponsors: Sen. Todd Gardenhire/Rep. Robin Smith
• As amended by the Senate, prohibits a current or former trustee of the board of a hospital authority
created pursuant to private act from entering into an arrangement for employment or the provision of labor
or services with the authority until at least 12 months have expired following the trustee’s tenure of service
on the board.
• Further requires a hospital authority to publish on its website and in a newspaper of general circulation in the
county in which the hospital authority is located, any arrangement for employment or the provision of labor
or services, between a trustee or former trustee and the authority, within three business days of finalizing the
arrangements.
• Concerns about unintended consequences of this legislation – specifically the inability of hospital physicians
to serve on a board under this prohibition – were expressed to lawmakers prior to the bill being taken off
notice in the House.
Senate Status: Senate passed with amendment 1.
House Status: Taken off notice in House Calendar & Rules Committee.
DRUG TESTING BY EMPLOYERS
SB312/HB389
Sponsors: Sen. Bo Watson/Rep. Esther Helton
• Prohibits medical review officers from considering prescriptions issued more than six months prior to
a positive confirmed drug result for job applicants to determine immunity from actions authorized for
employers to take.
• Defines “issued” for purposes of this bill to mean the date that the licensed physician physically wrote or
electronically transmitted the prescription to the pharmacy and “valid prescription” to mean a prescription
that is written or electronically sent by a licensed practitioner for the individual subject to a drug test pursuant
to the drug-free workplace provisions and filled in a licensed pharmacy.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0373. Effective May 10, 2019.
DEFINING AN EMPLOYEE AND EMPLOYEE-EMPLOYER RELATIONSHIP
SB466/HB539
Sponsors: Sen. Kerry Roberts/Rep. Dan Howell
Requires the consideration of the 20-factor test questions used by the IRS Revenue Ruling 87-41 to determine
whether a worker is an independent contractor and whether an employer-employee relationship exists in the
arrangement.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0337. Effective on January 1, 2020.
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HEALTHCARE FACILITIES
IN-STATE MEDICAL STUDENTS RECEIVE PRIORITY WHEN SCHEDULING
ROTATIONS AT STATE-FUNDED HEALTHCARE FACILITIES
SB508/HB783
Sponsors: Sen. Becky Massey/Rep. Gary Hicks
Requires medical students in good academic standing at accredited state medical colleges to receive priority
consideration over out-of-state medical students when assigning clinical rotations to a healthcare facility that
accepts state funding.
Senate Status: Deferred to summer study in Senate Health and Welfare Committee.
House Status: Deferred to summer study in House High Education Subcommittee.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH REPORTING COMPLICATIONS OF INDUCED ABORTIONS
SB614/HB711
Sponsors: Sen. Shane Reeves/Rep. Bryan Terry
• As amended, requires the Tennessee Department of Health (TDH) to include data related to complications of
induced abortions, including the number of complications and types of complications, in its annual report of
selected induced termination of pregnancy data.
• This amendment prohibits TDH from releasing any data pursuant to this amendment in a manner that could
identify individual patients.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0307. Effective May 8, 2019.
TRAINING IN THE DETECTION AND TREATMENT OF DOMESTIC ABUSE
AND SEXUAL ASSAULT IN EMERGENCY DEPARTMENTS
SB826/HB682
Sponsors: Sen. Raumesh Akbari/Rep. Esther Helton
• Orders facilities to have written policies and procedures on detection and treatment.
• Declares facilities with more than 25 licensed healthcare providers who primarily provide emergency care to
patients must train those providers on identifying and referring victims of domestic abuse, sexual assault and
human trafficking to appropriate resources.
• Adds that there will be no liability for a facility that fails to detect, identify or refer victims of domestic abuse,
sexual assault and human trafficking to available local resources.
• THA opposed this legislation, as this training already is part of Joint Commission accreditation requirements
and sponsors agreed to not move forward with the bill.
Senate Status: Referred to Senate Health and Welfare Committee.
House Status: Referred to House Facilities, Licensure and Regulations Subcommittee.
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HEALTHCARE FACILITIES
ALLOWS EMS PERSONNEL TO PROVIDE ELECTRONIC PROOF OF LICENSURE
SB1022/HB1367
Sponsors: Sen. Shane Reeves/Rep. Rick Tillis
Authorizes a person who is licensed, registered or certified to provide emergency medical services in this state
and who is required by statute or rule to keep proof of their license, registration or certification on their person
to satisfy that requirement by providing the proof by electronic means.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0328. Effective May 8, 2019.
VERIFICATION OF CITIZENSHIP ON BIRTH CERTIFICATES
SB1022/HB1367
Sponsors: Sen. Mark Pody/Rep. Bruce Griffey
• Requires an institution, physician or healthcare provider that prepares a certificate of live birth for a child born
in this state to include a notation of whether the mother and father, as applicable, are United States citizens
or lawfully present in the United States.
• Requires the institution, physician or other medical professional to verify citizenship or lawful status by
requesting a Social Security number or requesting a copy of one of various official documents.
• Requires the Office of Vital Records to request a Social Security number or one of the approved official
documents from the mother and father, as applicable, if the certificate of birth for the child born is this state is
not prepared by an institution, physician or other medical professional.
• Requires the Office of Vital Records to include a notation on the certificate of birth of whether the mother and
father, as applicable, are United States citizens or lawfully present in the United States.
• Requires the Tennessee Department of Health to promulgate rules for these requirements no later than Jan.
1, 2020.
• THA testified in the House Public Health Subcommittee that hospitals are not equipped, qualified or trained
to verify citizenship or lawful status of patients.
Further, THA stated the priority of hospitals is to ensure safe delivery of all babies and collecting citizenship
information could result in avoidance of care for undocumented parents, placing the health of mother and baby
at risk.
Senate Status: Referred to Senate Judiciary Committee.
House Status: Failed in House Public Health Subcommittee after adopting amendment.
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REMOVE SHERIFF’S RESPONSIBILITY FOR MENTAL HEALTH TRANSPORTATION
SB1391/HB922
Sponsors: Sen. Mike Bell/Rep. Lowell Russell
• Removes sheriff’s responsibility to transport a person with a mental illness or serious emotional disturbance
for evaluation at and admission to a treatment facility.
• Requires a county mayor to designate an ambulance service provider in the county as the transportation
agent for the county in times of health or emotional disturbances or problems.
• Declares that a transportation agent may seek reimbursement for the transportation services from the
medical insurance of the transported, and if there is no medical insurance, to be reimbursed from the
Tennessee Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services.
• The bill was taken off notice by the sponsors to allow for similar legislation – SB579/HB643 – to move forward.
Senate Status: Referred to Senate Judiciary Committee.
House Status: Taken office notice in House Mental Health and Substance Abuse Subcommittee.
LIFE APPROPRIATION ACT
SB1418/HB1490
Sponsors: Sen. Ed Jackson/Rep. John Ragan
• Enacts the Life Appropriation Act, which prohibits an agency of the state from awarding a grant to pay the
direct or indirect costs of performing, inducing, referring or counseling in favor of abortions.
• Specifies these costs include, but are not limited to, administrative costs and expenses, overhead costs,
employee salaries, rent and mortgage payments, and telephone and other utility payments.
• Prohibits an agency of the state from granting, appropriating or distributing a grant to an individual or entity
that performs convenience abortions. Defines “convenience abortion.”
• House amendment 1 adds language to the original bill to establish that the Life Appropriation Act takes
effect only to the extent that federal law, including judicial decisions, authorizes a state agency to deny
family planning funds or other grant funds to an individual or entity that performs elective abortions or is an
affiliate of an individual or entity that performs, induces or provides abortion referrals, or counsels in favor of
convenience abortions.
Senate Status: Deferred to first calendar of 2020 in Senate Judiciary Committee.
House Status: House passed with amendment 1.
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UPDATES TO THE SUICIDE PREVENTION ACT
SB1465/HB159
Sponsors: Sen. Paul Bailey/Rep. Cameron Sexton
• An amendment rewrites the bill to require healthcare professionals licensed by health-related boards (HRB)
and all licensed health facilities to submit any records requested by the members of the Suicide Prevention
Program that may be necessary to complete the review of a specific fatality.
• Specifies the confidential information and records used by the Suicide Prevention Team in the exercise
of its duties remain confidential and are not subject to discovery or introduction into evidence in any
legal proceeding.
• Requires the team to periodically make available the aggregate findings of team reviews.
• Establishes that meetings of the team are not public meetings open to the public.
• Requires minutes of the team meetings be sealed from public inspection.
Senate Status: Take off notice in Senate Finance, Ways and Means Committee.
House Status: Deferred to 2020 in House Finance, Ways and Means Subcommittee.
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FEDERAL INNOVATIVE READINESS TRAINING LICENSURE EXEMPTIONS
SB53/HB496
Sponsors: Sen. Brian Kelsey/Rep. Chris Hurt
• Exempts medical professionals who are licensed in other jurisdictions from Tennessee licensure requirements
while providing services within the scope of practice for the individual’s respective profession in this state
while participating in the federal Innovative Readiness Training.
• This exemption is applicable to all medical professions that are regulated by a health-related board that is
attached to the Division of Health-related Boards of the Tennessee Department of Health.
• Professionals practicing in Tennessee under this law would be subject to the relevant licensure requirements
of Tennessee.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0255. Effective April 30, 2019.
EMT/AEMT TRAINING CENTERS OPERATED BY AMBULANCE SERVICES PILOT PROJECT
SB250/HB228
Sponsors: Sen. Jon Lundberg/Rep. John Crawford
• The bill, as amended, rewrites the present law pilot project and establishes a limited pilot project for the
purpose of determining the impact of EMT/AEMT training centers operated by ambulance services licensed
in this state.
• Under this limited pilot project, a total of 15 training centers may be operated and will be overseen by the
Emergency Medical Services Board.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0489. Effective on May 24, 2019.
REPEAL OF NONCLINICAL ULTRASOUND SONOGRAPHY REGULATION
SB266/HB104
Sponsors: Sen. Shane Reeves/Rep. Chris Todd
Deletes all requirements under present law related to a person practicing ultrasound sonography in a nonclinical
3D/4D ultrasound boutique setting.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0222. Effective April 30, 2019.
TENNESSEE MEDICAL LABORATORY ACT EXEMPTIONS
SB318/HB328
Sponsors: Sen. Shane Reeves/Rep. Chris Todd
Exempts medical laboratory personnel employed by privately owned labs while performing work at a medical
laboratory from the requirements of the Tennessee Medical Laboratory Act.
Senate Status: Referred to Senate Health and Welfare Committee.
House Status: Referred to House Facilities, Licensure and Regulations Subcommittee.
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MEDICAL RESIDENCY OPPORTUNITIES TO PROVIDE
MEDICAL SERVICES IN DISTRESSED RURAL COUNTIES
SB346/HB269
Sponsors: Sen. Richard Briggs/Rep. Kevin Vaughan
• The bill, as amended, requires the University of Tennessee College of Medicine (UTCM), in cooperation with
the Tennessee Department of Health (TDH) and East Tennessee State University (ETSU), to establish a total
of 100 residency opportunities, focusing on family medicine, general pediatrics or internal medicine and
pediatrics, to provide medical services in distressed rural counties.
• Requires the residencies be open to all qualified candidates and filled through the existing matching process
employed in graduate medical education.
• Authorizes UTCM and ETSU to use any and all non-state funds to establish the required residency opportunities.
Senate Status: Taken off notice in Senate Finance, Ways and Means Committee.
House Status: Taken off notice in House Finance, Ways and Means Subcommittee
PHYSICIAN EMPLOYMENT AT A LICENSED NONRESIDENTIAL
OFFICE-BASED OPIATE TREATMENT FACILITY
SB367/HB341
Sponsors: Sen. Ed Jackson/Rep. Matthew Hill
• As amended, this bill specifies that present law requirements for licensure of persons who practice medicine
does not prohibit a licensed nonresidential office-based opiate treatment facility from employing or
contracting with a physician if the facility has a physician in the ownership structure of its controlling business
entity and the employment relationship between the physician to be employed or contracted with and
the nonresidential office-based opiate treatment facility is evidenced by a written contract or employment
agreement containing language that does not restrict the physician from exercising independent professional
medical judgment in diagnosing and treating patients.
• There are several similar provisions in present law, which specify that different types of healthcare facilities
may employ a physician without the facility being engaged in the practice of medicine so long as steps are
taken to ensure the physician’s independent professional judgment.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0259. Effective on April 30, 2019.
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EXEMPTS ARMED FORCES MEMBERS AND THEIR SPOUSES FROM LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS
SB384/HB304
Sponsors: Sen. Jon Lundberg/Rep. Rush Bricken
Exempts armed forces members stationed within this state and their spouses from licensure requirements to
practice professions and occupations regulated by the Tennessee Department of Commerce and Insurance and
the Tennessee Department of Health (TDH), subject to meeting certain requirements to practice.
Parameters include:
• A qualifying person must register with the state agency administering the profession and subject themselves
in writing to the jurisdiction of such agency in respect to harms or violations of statutes and rules.
• A qualifying individual must apply for licensure if such license expires in the state of issuance, or within one
year of practicing in Tennessee, whichever comes first.
• Regulatory boards under TDH are not required to provide license exemption under this legislation.
• Deletes prerequisite that a person must have left employment to accompany a spouse to this state in order to
qualify for an expedited full license under a TDH regulatory board.
• The person or spouse holds a valid license to practice the regulated occupation or profession issued by
another state or jurisdiction having reasonably similar standards for licensure.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0195. Effective on July 1, 2019.
REPORTING SEXUAL ABUSE OF A MINOR
SB487/HB574
Sponsors: Sen. Janice Bowling/Rep. Jeremy Faison
• As amended, this bill revises the state law regarding reporting suspected child sexual abuse when certain
minors present for an abortion.
• Under current law, the requirement to report suspected sexual abuse of a minor is triggered if a physician is
requested to perform an abortion on a minor who is less than 13 years of age.
• This legislation adds that if the minor who presents for an abortion is at least 13 years of age but no more
than 17 years of age, and the physician has reasonable cause that there is child sexual abuse, then the
physician must report that suspected abuse.
• The requirement added by this amendment will apply only when a physician performs elective abortion
services as a part of the physician’s practice.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0424. Effective on July 1, 2019.
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CIVIL LIABILITY FOR TREATMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS BY UNLICENSED PERSONS
SB540/HB995
Sponsors: Sen. Jon Lundberg/Rep. Bill Beck
• Defines “mental health disorder” to mean a serious psychological condition, including, but not limited
to, major depressive disorder, anxiety disorder, bipolar disorder, personality disorder and post-traumatic
stress disorder.
• Requires an unlicensed person who provides mental health psychotherapy services to provide to the client
for the client’s review and signature, a statement acknowledging the unlicensed status of the provider.
• Creates civil liability for an unlicensed person providing mental health psychotherapy services for treatment
of a mental health disorder.
• Specifies that it is illegal for an unlicensed person to provide services that fall within any scope of practice for
which a license is required for treatment of a mental health disorder.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0359. Effective on July 1, 2019.
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS ADDED TO DRAW BLOOD FOR DUI INVESTIGATIONS
SB636/HB1162
Sponsors: Sen. Jack Johnson/Rep. Brandon Ogles
Adds physician assistants to the list of medical practitioners who are qualified to draw blood from a motor vehicle
operator for evidentiary purposes in a DUI investigation.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0448. Effective on May 22, 2019.
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GRADUATE PHYSICIANS ACT
SB672/HB810
Sponsors: Sen. Joey Hensley/Rep. Sabi Kumar
• Requires the Board of Medical Examiners, in consultation with the Board of Osteopathic Examination,
to establish the process for licensure of graduate physicians.
• Defines “graduate physician” and specifies that a graduate physician is considered a physician assistant
for purposes of the regulations of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services.
• Specifies graduate physicians are subject to the supervision requirements established in any controlling
federal law and any supervision requirements established by the Board of Medical Examiners.
• In order to remain licensed as a graduate physician, requires the graduate physician to successfully complete
Step 3 of the United States Medical Licensing Exam (USMLE) no later than one year from the date that the
graduate obtained a graduate physician license.
• Specifies that if the graduate physician does not successfully complete Step 3 of the USMLE, then the
graduate physician’s license must be revoked.
• Prohibits a graduate physician from practicing without a graduate physician collaborative practice arrangement.
• Defines “graduate physician collaborative practice arrangement,” establishing this is a one-year agreement
that only can be renewed for an additional one-year period.
• Establishes parameters for graduate physician collaborative arrangements.
• Establishes these supervision requirements do not apply to physician assistants or advance practice nurses.
Senate Status: Referred to Senate Health and Welfare Committee.
House Status: Taken off notice in House Facilities, Licensure and Regulations Subcommittee.
NURSE TITLE TO BE USED WHEN CARING FOR HUMAN PATIENTS
SB743/HB422
Sponsors: Sen. Joey Hensley/Rep. Robin Smith
• Prohibits a person from using the title “nurse” or any other title, abbreviation or designation in connection
with the person’s name, occupation or profession to indicate or imply that the person is a practicing nurse
unless the person is actively licensed or certified by the Board of Nursing.
• Revises current law provisions governing the Board of Nursing enjoining violations of practicing nursing
without a license.
• This legislation adds that the board may petition the court to enjoin a person from using the title “nurse” or
from using any other title, abbreviation or designation in connection with the person’s name, occupation or
profession that indicates or implies that the person is a practicing nurse, but who does not possess a valid
license or certificate from the Board of Nursing.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0245. Effective on May 2, 2019.
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PERMITS ADVANCED PRACTICE NURSES AND PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS AT
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTERS TO ARRANGE FOR CHART REVIEW
SB972/HB1135
Sponsors: Sen. Ed Jackson/Rep. Paul Sherrell
As enacted, permits advanced practice nurses and physician assistants who are prescribers at community mental
health centers to arrange for chart review and site visits with certain collaborating physicians by means of HIPAAcompliant electronic information systems.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0183. Effective on April 23, 2019.
AUTHORIZES NONPHYSICIAN HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS TO PRESCRIBE
A BUPRENORPHINE PRODUCT FOR OPIOID USE DISORDER
SB1060/HB656
Sponsors: Sen. Steven Dickerson/Rep. Matthew Hill
• This legislation revises the current law to authorize nonphysician healthcare providers who are otherwise
permitted to prescribe Schedule II or III drugs to also prescribe a buprenorphine product for the treatment
of opioid use disorder if the healthcare provider:
ºº Is licensed and has practiced as a family, adult or psychiatric nurse practitioner or physician assistant in
this state.
ºº Has had no limitations or conditions imposed on the provider’s license by the provider’s licensing authority
within the previous three years.
ºº Is employed by a community mental health center or a federally qualified health center that employs one or
more physicians and has adopted clinical protocols for medication-assisted treatment.
ºº Works under the supervision of a physician who holds a waiver registration from the federal drug
enforcement agency that authorizes the physician to prescribe buprenorphine products.
ºº Obtains a waiver registration from the federal drug enforcement agency that authorizes the provider to
prescribe buprenorphine products under federal law.
ºº Prescribes buprenorphine products only to patients who are treated through the organization that employs
the provider.
ºº Writes prescriptions that only can be dispensed by a licensed pharmacy to ensure entry into the controlled
substance database.
Senate Status: Taken off notice in Senate Health and Welfare Committee.
House Status: House passed with amendment 1.
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PERIOPERATIVE NURSING REQUIREMENTS
SB1128/HB1350
Sponsors: Sen. Sara Kyle/Rep. John Deberry, Jr.
• Under current law, to be a “registered nurse first assistant,” a person must:
ºº Be licensed as a registered nurse in this state.
ºº Be certified in perioperative nursing.
ºº Have successfully completed a registered nurse first assistant education program that meets the education
standard of the Association of Perioperative Registered Nurses for a registered nurse first assistant.
• As amended, this bill adds as an alternative to meeting the certification requirement described above, when
the person is certified as an advanced practice registered nurse and is qualified by education and training to
perform tasks involved in perioperative nursing, as determined by the Board of Nursing.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0326. Effective on May 8, 2019 and July 1, 2020.
FEMALE GENITAL MUTILATION SUBJECT TO DISCIPLINARY ACTION
SB1166/HB1364
Sponsors: Sen. Joey Hensley/Rep. Terri Lynn Weaver
• As amended, the bill requires any medical professional who performs, participates or facilitates a female
genital mutilation procedure, not subject to an exception, to be subject to disciplinary action by the
appropriate licensing board.
• Cosmetic rejuvenation and reconstruction in accordance with the standards of the American College of
Obstetrics and Gynecology is an exception to the offense.
• Body piercing is not considered female genital mutilation when performed on a consenting adult.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0268. Effective on July 1, 2019.
HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS TO ACCEPT GOODS OR SERVICES
AS PAYMENT IN EXCHANGE FOR HEALTHCARE SERVICES
SB1206/HB655
Sponsors: Sen. Rusty Crowe/Rep. Cameron Sexton
• Current law authorizes a physician to accept goods or services as payment in a direct exchange of barter for
healthcare services provided by the physician if the physician’s patient is not covered by health insurance.
• This legislation extends the authority to barter to all healthcare professionals instead of only physicians.
• This amendment defines “healthcare professional” as a physician or other healthcare practitioner licensed,
registered, accredited or certified to perform healthcare services and regulated under the authority of the
Tennessee Department of Health or any agency, board, council or committee attached to the department.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0229. Effective on April 30, 2019.
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ESTABLISHES A SPEECH LANGUAGE PATHOLOGIST PROVISIONAL LICENSE
SB1211/HB339
Sponsors: Sen. Rusty Crowe/Rep. Robin Smith
• Creates a speech language pathologist provisional license.
• Authorizes an individual who has completed the educational requirements for licensure as a speech
language pathologist and has received at least a master’s degree from an approved educational institution
to apply for and receive a provisional license to practice as a clinical fellow while completing the required
supervised clinical experience.
• Requires the Board of Communications Disorders and Sciences to adopt rules to establish standards and
procedures to govern provisional licenses and the provisional license fee.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0318. Effective May 8, 2019.
PROVISIONS FOR DUI BLOOD AND BREATH TESTS
SB1342/HB761
Sponsors: Sen. Becky Massey/Rep. Johnny Garrett
• Declares the circumstances required for a breath test and a blood test to be administered at a traffic stop.
• Establishes when an officer can administer a breath test, blood test or both, without the consent of the
operator, including the event of a collision or violation committed with a minor in the vehicle.
• Specifies a breath or blood test only may be administered with consent by an operator or when an officer
has probable cause for one or more violations.
• Specifies who is classified as a qualified practitioner to draw blood and the penalties for negligence during
withdrawal of blood.
• Maintains current provisions in law related to administration of breath or blood tests by healthcare professionals.
• Declares that an unconscious operator will not be subjected to a blood test unless a search warrant or exigent
circumstance exceptions apply.
• Establishes that in the event of violation of driving under the influence or alcohol or drugs, a license will be
suspended for one year if there is no prior conviction, two years if there is a prior conviction or was involved
in a collision, resulting in one person seriously injured, and five years if there was a collision where a person
was killed.
• Specifies that an offense if considered a repeat offense if occurring less than 10 years of the previous
conviction, and an offense occurring more than 20 years after the previous offense is never considered
a prior offense for that purpose.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0187. Effective on July 1, 2019.
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PROHIBITS ABORTIONS AFTER DETECTION OF A FETAL HEARTBEAT
SB1389/HB966
Sponsors: Sen. Mark Pody/Rep. Micah VanHuss
• Prohibits any abortion being performed during the viability of a pregnancy.
• Defines viability as the presence of an intrauterine fetus with a heartbeat.
• Establishes this new section governs abortion.
• Further establishes Tenn. Code Ann. §§ 39-15-201, 39-15-211 and 39-15-212 should not be enforced unless
this section is temporarily or permanently restrained, enjoined or otherwise unenforceable and only
in compliance with specific criteria.
• Requires any conduct committed be prosecuted under the statute in effect at the time of the commission
of the offense.
• Allows for an affirmative defense to any criminal prosecution if the abortion was performed or induced,
or attempted to be performed or induced, by a licensed physician and the physician determined, in the
physician’s good faith medical judgment, based upon the facts known to the physician at the time, that
the pregnancy was not viable or the abortion was necessary to prevent the death of the pregnant woman
or to prevent serious risk of substantial and irreversible impairment of a major bodily function of the
pregnant women.
• Prohibits an abortion if performed on the basis of a claim or diagnosis that the woman will engage in conduct
that would result in her death or substantial and irreversible impairment of a major bodily function or for any
reason relating to her mental health.
• Creates certain conditions the physician must comply with for the affirmative defense to apply.
• Except in a medical emergency, prohibits a physician from performing or inducing, or attempting to perform
or induce, an abortion upon a pregnant woman, unless, prior to the performance or inducement of the
abortion, or the attempt to perform or induce the abortion, the physician determines, in the physician’s good
faith medical judgement, that the pregnancy is not viable.
• Requires the physician to make that determination by using a test that is consistent with the physician’s good
faith understanding of standard medical practice and appropriate for the estimated gestational age of the
unborn child and the condition of the pregnant woman and the woman’s pregnancy.
• Requires the physician to record in the pregnant woman’s medical record the estimated gestational age of
the unborn child, the test used for detecting a fetal heartbeat, the date and the time of the test, and the
result of the test.
• Restates it is a Class C felony and requires the license of the physician to be revoked if an abortion is
purposely performed, induced or attempted to perform or induce upon a woman when the pregnancy
is viable.
• Restates it is a Class A misdemeanor for violation of viability determination or failure to record the required
information in the pregnant woman’s medical record.
Senate Status: Deferred to summer study in Senate Judiciary Committee after adopting amendment 1.
House Status: House passed with amendment 1.
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COMMEMORATIVE CERTIFICATES OF NONVIABLE BIRTH
SB1389/HB966
Sponsors: Sen. Mike Bell/Rep. Mark Cochran
• As amended, this bill allows a practitioner to advise a patient who experiences a nonviable birth that the
patient may request a commemorative certificate from the Tennessee Department of Health.
• The practitioner may advise the patient based on the practitioner’s best medical judgment and knowledge
of the patient.
• All such requests must be accompanied by a form that will be provided on the department’s website,
which must be signed by the practitioner or the practitioner’s designee.
• This amendment specifies a commemorative certificate of nonviable birth is not a public record.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0156. Effective on April 18, 2019.
SEEK GRANT OPPORTUNITIES FOR TRAINING PROGRAM FOR
TREATING MINOR VICTIMS OF CERTAIN SEXUAL OFFENSES
SB1468/HB1315
Sponsors: Sen. Paul Bailey/Rep. John Mark Windle
This bill allows the Tennessee Department of Health to seek a federal grant from the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services’ Health Resources and Services Administration, or any other applicable entity, to develop
a training program for certified nurse practitioners in treating and processing a minor who is a victim of certain
sexual offenses.
This bill requires that participation in the training program be free of charge for the certified nurse
practitioner participants.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0275. Effective on April 30, 2019.
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PROTON THERAPY ACCESS ACT
SB195/HB184
Sen. Becky Massey/Rep. Robin Smith
• Requires the State Group Insurance Program to cover a physician prescribed hypofractionated proton therapy
protocol to deliver a biological effective dose by paying the same aggregate amount as would be paid for the
delivery of the same biological effective dose with a standard radiation therapy treatment protocol delivered
with IMRT for the same indications, upon the following conditions being satisfied:
ºº Coverage is provided to an eligible patient who is being treated as part of a clinical trial or registry;
ºº Is diagnosed with a cancer type or indication that can be treated with a hypofractionated proton
therapy protocol;
ºº The radiation oncologist prescribing the hypofractionated proton therapy protocol is board certified or
board eligible in the specialty of radiation oncology; and
ºº The hypofractionated proton therapy protocol is administered in a facility in this state.
• If these conditions are met, a course of hypofractionated proton therapy may be provided. However, the
aggregate cost to provide such therapy must be equal to the average cost actually paid by the State Group
Insurance Program for standard IMRT treatment radiation therapy protocol required to deliver the prescribed
biological effective dose for the particular indication.
• Requires that aggregate amounts be established by reference to the amount paid for a course of IMRT
treatment under a standard IMRT radiation therapy protocol for the indication under the State Group
Insurance Program.
• Subjects such coverage to annual deductible and co-insurance payments. However, such payments may not
exceed the annual deductible and co-insurance established for all other similar benefits within a policy or
contract of insurance.
• Prohibits the aggregate amount chargeable to or payable by an eligible patient for a covered course of
hypofractionated proton therapy by an out-of-network provider from exceeding the aggregate amount
that would otherwise be chargeable to or payable by the eligible patient for a course of treatment under
a standard IMRT radiation therapy protocol that is covered by the State Group Insurance Program for the
delivery of the same biological dose by an out-of-network provider.
• States the patient is not responsible for amounts above the allowable maximum charge.
• The provisions of this legislation shall only apply to the State Group Insurance Program.
• Clarifies that the act is repealed on January 1, 2023.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0193. Effective January 1, 2020.
ALL PAYERS CLAIM DATABASE
SB322/HB278
Sen. Ed Jackson/Rep. Martin Daniel
Requires the executive director of the Health Services and Development Agency (HSDA), no later than Jan. 1,
2020, to establish an all payer claims database to support transparent public reporting of healthcare information
that enables the commissioner of the Tennessee Department of Finance and Administration (F&A), director of the
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Bureau of TennCare, commissioner of the Tennessee Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services
(TDMHSAS), commissioner of the Tennessee Department of Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (TDIDD),
commissioner of the Tennessee Department of Health (TDH) and commissioner of the Tennesssee Department of
Labor and Workforce Development (TDLWD) to carry out certain duties pertaining to healthcare.
Senate Status: Deferred to 2020 in Senate Commerce and Labor Committee.
House Status: Taken off notice in House Finance, Ways and Means Subcommittee.
MEDICAL EXPENSE BENEFIT
SB341/HB146
Sen. Jon Lundberg/Rep. Ron Gant
Removes the requirement that a property and casualty insurer that has a specified medical expense benefit payable
without regard to fault, and that does not permit assignment of the benefit, establish a process to disburse funds in
the names of the insured and the healthcare provider as joint payees.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0062. Effective on March 28, 2019.
HEALTH BENEFIT PLAN COVERAGE
SB348/HB610
Sen. Richard Briggs/Rep. Bryan Terry
• The amended bill requires a health carrier offering a health benefit plan providing individual or group health
insurance coverage to issue the health benefit plan coverage to any eligible individual or employer in this
state that applies for the health benefit plan coverage.
• Requires a health carrier offering a health benefit plan providing individual or small group health
insurance coverage to develop its premium rates based on the following:
ºº Whether the health benefit plan covers an individual or family;
ºº Rating areas established by the commissioner of the Tennessee Department of Commerce and
Insurance (TDCI);
ºº Age, as long as the rate does not vary by a factor of more than five to one for adults; and
ºº Tobacco use, as long as the rate does not vary by a factor of more than one and one-half to one.
• Prohibits a health carrier providing individual or group health insurance coverage from limiting or excluding
coverage for an individual by imposing a preexisting condition exclusion on that individual.
• Deletes various references to preexisting conditions.
• The legislation applies to policies and contracts that are entered into, renewed, amended or delivered on
or after July 1, 2019.
Senate Status: Taken off notice in Senate Commerce and Labor Committee.
House Status: Taken off notice in House Life and Health Insurance Subcommittee after adopting amendment.
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TENNESSEE RIGHT TO SHOP ACT
SB510/HB419
Sen. Kerry Roberts/Rep. Robin Smith
• Establishes the Tennessee Right to Shop Act to require health insurance carriers, on or after Jan. 1, 2021,
to implement a shopping and decision support program that provides shopping capabilities and decision
support services for enrollees in a health plan.
• On or after Jan. 1, 2021, requires a health insurance carrier to provide incentives, not to exceed $600 in
any year, for enrollees in a health plan who elect to receive a comparable healthcare service from a network
provider that is covered by the health plan and is paid less than the average allowed amount paid by that
carrier to network providers for comparable healthcare services.
• Exempts any group insurance plan offered under Title 8, Chapter 27, any managed care organization
contracting with the state to provide insurance through the TennCare program or CoverKids program, or any
plan described in Section 1251 of the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and Section 2301 of
the federal Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act.
Enacted as Public Chapter 407. Effective on May 21, 2019 and January 1, 2020.
EMERGENCY SERVICES REIMBURSEMENT AT FAIR HEALTH VALUE
SB612/HB709
Sen. Shane Reeves/Rep. Bryan Terry
Requires a health insurer, if a person is covered by a health benefit plan and receives out-of-network emergency
services, to reimburse the healthcare provider or facility that provided the emergency services at a rate that is no
less than Fair Health value.
Senate Status: Taken off notice in Senate Commerce and Labor Committee.
House Status: Taken off notice in House Life and Health Insurance Subcommittee.
ASSOCIATION HEALTH INSURANCE PLANS
SB645/HB874
Sponsors: Sen. Kerry Roberts/Rep. Michael Curcio
• The bill matches Tennessee law with federal code in an effort to reduce regulation concerning associations
banding together to create health insurance plans.
• Deletes the requirement that bona fide associations must have been in existence for at least five years and
maintained in good faith for purposes other than obtaining insurance.
• Adds that associations or business coalitions who are entering into an agreement to pool their liabilities must
have at least one substantial business purpose unrelated to offering and providing insurance coverage.
• Allows such coverage to serve as their primary purpose.
Senate Status: Adopted amendment 1 then deferred to first calendar of 2020 in Senate Commerce
and Labor Committee.
House Status: House passed with amendment 1.
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SELF-INSURER POOLS
SB942/HB1044
Sponsors: Sen. Jon Lundberg/Rep. Ron Travis
This bill specifies that, with regard to premium rates for health benefit plans subject to the Tennessee Small
Employer Group Health Coverage Reform Act, self-insurer pools consisting of two or more member employers
of the same trade or professional organization with at least 500 covered lives are not prohibited from using case
characteristics, claim experience, health status or duration of coverage in determining initial or adjusted premium
rates for employers pooling their liabilities.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0182. Effective on April 23, 2019.
INFORMING PATIENTS ABOUT HEALTH INSURANCE ACCEPTANCE
SB1222/HB1376
Sponsors: Sen. Frank Nicely/Rep. Jerry Sexton
• Requires healthcare providers and healthcare facilities, prior to providing a healthcare service to any patient,
to inform the patient or the patient’s legal representative whether any insurance policy the patient may have
is accepted by the provider and if the provider is in-network.
• Provides an exception for patients experiencing medical emergencies.
• THA expressed concern with the legislation and the House sponsor agreed to take the bill off notice.
Senate Status: Referred to Senate Commerce and Labor Committee.
House Status: Taken off notice in House Life and Health Insurance Subcommittee.
ONLINE INFORMATION ON COST AND QUALITY OF HEALTHCARE SERVICES AND PROVIDERS
SB1503/HB1366
Sponsors: Sen. Joey Hensley/Rep. Mike Sparks
• Requires the State Insurance Committee, beginning in the 2020 plan year, to contract with an entity that
provides each enrollee with online information on the cost and quality of healthcare services and providers,
allows an enrollee to shop for healthcare services and providers in accordance with the plan, and rewards an
enrollee by sharing savings generated by the enrollees’ choice of healthcare services or providers.
• Requires the basic health plan, beginning in the 2020 plan year, to establish an alternate allowable charges
schedule that allows an enrollee to utilize the services of any licensed medical provider in the United States
without being penalized with out-of-network cost-sharing charges except as provided in the alternate
allowable charges schedule.
Senate Status: Referred to Senate Commerce and Labor Committee.
House Status: Deferred to summer study in House Public Service and Employee Subcommittee.
Executive Status: Joint Council on Pensions and Insurance released to standing committees with unfavorable
comment after adopting amendment.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT
VAPOR PRODUCT USE
SB26/HB97
Sponsors: Sen. Todd Gardenhire/Rep. Dan Howell
• Adds products that can be used to produce or emit a visible or non-visible vapor to the definition of
“vapor product” under the Prevention of Youth Access to Tobacco and Vapor Products Act.
• Limits the places in which one may use vapor products under the Children’s Act for Clean Indoor Air to
those places where smoking currently is prohibited, including child care centers, group care homes and
public schools.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0144. Effective April 17, 2019.
LOCAL REGULATION OF PRODUCTS CONTAINING NICOTINE
SB932/HB1335
Sponsors: Sen. Jon Lundberg/Rep. Rick Eldridge
The bill authorizes municipalities, counties or counties with a metropolitan government to prohibit the use of
tobacco and vapor products in buildings and on property owned and leased by such entities, including public
sidewalks and in and around hospitals.
Senate Status: Senate passed with amendment.
House Status: Deferred to summer study in House Local Committee after adopting amendment.
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OPIOIDS/CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
DEFINES ALTERNATIVE TO OPIOID TREATMENTS
SB194/HB150
Sponsors: Sen. Bo Watson/Rep. Cameron Sexton
Defines alternatives to opioid treatments available to patients from prescribing physicians as including chiropractic
care, physical therapy, acupuncture and other treatments that relieve pain.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0117. Effective April 9, 2019.
RELEASE OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE DATABASE
CONFIDENTIAL DATA UPON ATTORNEY GENERAL REQUEST
SB566/HB1293
Sponsors: Sen. Janice Bowling/Rep. Jeremy Faison
• Requires commissioner of the Tennessee Department of Health or the Controlled Substance Database
Committee to release confidential information from the Controlled Substance Database to the Attorney
General (AG) upon request.
• Authorizes the AG to disclose the confidential data to various designees associated with an investigation or
litigation, for the purpose of reviewing, querying or otherwise using the data in conjunction with investigating
or litigating a civil action involving controlled substances.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0264. Effective on April 30, 2019.
REVISIONS TO TN TOGETHER OPIOID STATUTE
SB810/HB843
Sponsors: Sen. Shane Reeves/Rep. Cameron Sexton
• Allows the Board of Pharmacy to take disciplinary action against pharmacy dispensing vendors for noncompliance, but immunity is given for a pharmacist acting in good faith in the partial filling of controlled
substances even if the pharmacy is non-compliant.
• As amended, requires any subsequent fill to be filled within six months from issuance of the original
prescription instead of 30 days unless federal law requires it to be filled within a shorter time frame.
• Orders all pharmacy dispensing software vendors to update their dispensing software systems by Jan. 1,
2021, instead of Jan. 1, 2020, and deletes requirement for documentation of compliance be submitted to the
Board of Pharmacy.
• A healthcare practitioner may treat a patient with up to a 30-day supply of an opioid with a dosage not
exceeding a total of a 1,200 morphine milligram equivalent dose replacing the previous 20-day supply and
850 morphine milligram equivalent dose.
• Clarifies the definitions of “severe burn” and “major physical trauma.”
• Specifies a healthcare practitioner must not treat a patient with more than a 14-day supply of an opioid to
treat upper respiratory symptoms or cough.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0124. Effective on April 9, 2019.
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OPIOIDS/CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH TO REPORT ON CO-PRESCRIBING
OF NALOXONE TO PRESCRIBING BOARDS
SB1284/HB1360
Sen. Ken Yager/Rep. Kent Calfee
• Requires the commissioner of the Tennessee Department of Health, by Jan. 1, 2020, to study instances when
co-prescribing of naloxone with an opioid is beneficial and publish the results to each prescribing board that
licenses healthcare professionals who can legally prescribe controlled substances and the Board of Pharmacy
and include the findings in the treatment guidelines for prescribing opioids.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0327. Effective on May 8, 2019.
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PHARMACY
LOCKABLE CONTAINERS FOR CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
SB475/HB364
Sponsors: Sen. Richard Briggs/Rep. Matthew Hill
• A pharmacist or other healthcare professional dispensing more than three days of medication of a Schedule
II opioid, Schedule II stimulant or Schedule IV benzodiazepine shall offer to dispense the prescription in a
lockable vial.
• Specifies when the prescription is dispensed in an institutional healthcare setting or long-term care setting,
or the drug will be administered to the ultimate user by a healthcare professional that such drug does not
have to be dispensed in a lockable vial.
Senate Status: Senate Health & Welfare Committee deferred to summer study.
House Status: House Health Committee deferred to summer study.
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PHARMACY
PHARMACY BENEFIT MANAGERS
SB650/HB786
Sponsors: Sen. Shane Reeves/Rep. Cameron Sexton
• Current law defines “pharmacy benefit manger” (PBM) to mean a person, business or other entity and any
wholly or partially owned subsidiary of the entity, that administers the medication and/or device portion of
pharmacy benefits coverage by a health insurance plan.
• Current law provides detailed requirements for the conduct of an audit of records of a pharmacist or
pharmacy by a health insurance plan, a PBM, the state or its political subdivision, or any other entity
representing the same.
• As amended, specifies that a clerical or recordkeeping error identified during an audit does not in and
of itself constitute fraud or intentional misrepresentation, instead of stating that any such error is not
prima facie evidence of fraud or intentional misrepresentation.
• This bill adds new requirements for the audits and prohibits health insurance plans and PBMs from doing
the following:
ºº Charging a pharmacist or pharmacy a fee related to a claim unless it is apparent at the time of
claim processing and is reported on the remittance advice of an adjudicated claim. This prohibition
does not prohibit a health insurance plan or PBM from entering into an agreement with a pharmacy or
pharmacist, which includes prospective performance-based incentives and increases payment to pharmacies
or pharmacist a fee related to a claim that is not apparent at the time of claim processing and reports on
the remittance advice of an adjudicated claim, and charged to the pharmacist after the initial claim has
been adjudicated;
ºº Including any term or condition in a contract with a pharmacy or pharmacist that requires a pharmacist to
dispense a drug or other product to a patient contrary to a pharmacist’s professional judgement;
ºº Causing or knowingly permitting the use of any advertisement, promotion, solicitation, representation,
proposal or offer that is untrue, deceptive or misleading; and
ºº Engaging in a pattern of reimbursing a pharmacy or pharmacist for a drug or dispensed product or service
in an amount less than the PBM reimburses an affiliate for providing the same drug or dispensed product
or service.
• Requires a health insurance plan or PBM to disclose certain significant changes in contract terms to a
pharmacy or pharmacist in its network at least 30 days in advance. This notice requirement does not prohibit
a health insurance plan or PBM from taking action without notice against a pharmacy or pharmacist in its
network for a fraudulent claim or service.
• This bill specifies that a health insurance plan or PBM is obligated to pay for pharmacy services properly
rendered only applies to services rendered prior to a pharmacy being removed from the network.
• Properly rendered services do not include any services related to a fraudulent claim or
intentional misrepresentation.
• The above applied to agreements entered into, amended or renewed on or after July 1, 2019.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0470. Effective on July 1, 2019.
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TELEHEALTH
TELEHEALTH SERVICES
SB1169/HB753
Sponsors: Sen. Art Swann/Rep. Robin Smith
• Requires a health insurance entity to provide coverage under a health insurance policy or contract for covered
healthcare services delivered through facility-based or provider-based telehealth.
• Requires a health insurance entity to reimburse a healthcare services provider for the diagnosis, consultation
and treatment of an insured patient for a healthcare service covered under a health insurance policy or
contract that is provided through facility-based telehealth or provider-based telehealth without any distinction
or consideration of the geographic location, or any federal, state or local designation, or classification of the
geographic area where the patient is located.
• Prohibits a health insurance entity from excluding coverage for a healthcare service solely because it is
provided through facility-based telehealth or provider-based telehealth and is not provided through an
in-person encounter between a healthcare services provider and a patient.
• Requires a health insurance entity to reimburse healthcare services providers who are out-of-network for
facility-based telehealth services under the same reimbursement policies applicable to other out-of-network
healthcare services providers.
• States that all telehealth encounters described in this section are subject to any and all appropriate utilization
review protocols or other protocols for medical treatment and monitoring contained in a contract between
healthcare services provider and a health insurance entity as long as the protocols are based on evidencebased guidelines for treatment to ensure that the treatment is consistent with the standard of practice.
Senate Status: Deferred to first calendar of 2020 in Senate Commerce and Labor Committee.
House Status: House Insurance Committee recommended and sent to House Finance Committee.
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TENNCARE
AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH TO MANAGE ALL FUNCTIONS OF TENNCARE
SB244/HB158
Sponsors: Sen. Joey Hensley/Rep. Cameron Sexton
The adopted subcommittee amendment authorized the Tennessee Department of Health (TDH) to manage all
functions of, and administrative support for, the Bureau of TennCare.
Senate Status: Senate Commerce & Labor Committee deferred to 2020.
House Status: House Insurance Committee deferred to the first calendar of 2020.
COMMITTEE TO STUDY MANAGED CARE ORGANIZATIONS
SB387/HB517
Sponsors: Sen. Joey Hensley/Rep. Timothy Hill
• Creates a committee to study managed care organizations with the goal to study the state expenditures
on services for patients in areas of care, including Medicaid programs in other states.
• Requires managed care organizations participating in the TennCare program to submit any information
and provide assistance as may be requested by the committee for purposes of the study.
• Requires the study committee to report whether the expenditures are reasonable, along with all other
findings and recommendations from the study to the governor and the members of the General Assembly
by Jan. 1, 2020.
Senate Status: Referred to Senate Commerce and Labor Committee.
House Status: Taken off notice in House Insurance Committee.
KATIE BECKETT PROGRAM WAIVER
SB476/HB498
Sponsors: Sen. Kerry Roberts/Rep. Sam Whitson
• Directs the commissioner of the Tennessee Department of Finance and Administration, no later than 120
days after the effective date of the act, to submit a waiver or waivers pursuant to Section 1115 of the Social
Security Act to the federal Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) for the purpose of establishing a
distinct Katie Beckett program.
• Requires the program to be designed in consultation with the commissioner of the Tennessee Department of
Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities.
• The program may be administered with CMS approval of either Part A or Part B.
• The program would cover medical treatment for children with disabilities and severe illnesses whose families
do not otherwise qualify for TennCare.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0484. Effective on May 24, 2019.
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TENNCARE
TENNCARE ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE
SB1286/HB616
Sponsors: Sen. Mark Pody/Rep. Sabi Kumar
• Requires the Bureau of TennCare to establish a program that identifies child enrollees in TennCare who are
likely to be eligible for federal supplemental security income due to disability upon reaching 18 years of age.
• Requires the program to initiate counseling with and provide enrollment assistance to the child and the child’s
parent or guardian to prevent a gap in TennCare eligibility upon the child reaching 18 years of age.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0310. Effective on May 8, 2019.
TENNCARE BLOCK GRANT
SB1428/HB1280
Sponsors: Sen. Paul Bailey/Rep. Timothy Hill
• Requires the governor acting through the commissioner of the Tennessee Department of Finance and
Administration to submit to the federal Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) an amendment to the
existing TennCare II waiver, or to submit a new waiver, in order to provide medical assistance to the TennCare II
waiver population by means of a block grant no later than 180 days after the effective date of the act.
• Adds that the block grant authorized must convert the federal share of all medical assistance funding for
this state into an allotment that excludes from the block grant financing amount any expenses that are not
included in the state’s existing 1115 demonstration waiver, factors the current inaccurate reflection of the
state’s labor costs in the state’s Medicare wage index, excludes administrative costs from the block grant
financing amount, permits the state to continue to draw federal matching funds for administrative costs,
provides the state with maximum flexibility with regard to existing federal mandates, provides the state with
maximum flexibility regarding pharmacy benefits, provides the state with maximum flexibility to serve other
needy populations with distinct financial needs, and remains at the level set according to the block grant
without any decrease in the federal share of all medical assistance funding for this state based on deflation
or a reduction in population.
• Any negotiated agreement between the federal government and the state nust be approved by a joint
resolution of the General Assembly.
Enacted as Public Chapter 0481. Effective on May 24, 2019.
AMBULANCE SERVICE PROVIDER REIMBURSEMENT
SB1469/HB1175
Sponsors: Sen. Paul Bailey/Rep. Terri Lynn Weaver
• Defines ambulance service provider.
• Requires the Bureau of TennCare to reimburse ambulance service providers for covered services provided to
TennCare recipients at a rate not less than 70 percent of the federal Medicare program’s allowable charge for
participating providers.
Senate Status: Taken off notice in Senate Finance, Ways and Means Committee.
House Status: Taken off notice in House Insurance Committee.
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